~ THE BRIGADE BULLETIN~
No. 4, 24 November 2013

An occasional newsletter from the Michelago Rural Fire Brigade

BBQ for Christmas, End of Year, mid-Fire Season, or just a Good Get-Together
Saturday, 30 November, 4 pm, Michelago Oval BYOG.
Brigade Training 3/11/2013 – Property Protection
After a fortifying bbq and thorough briefing at the Shed, about 15 Brigade members and
two Jerangle guests (Mark and Jane) went in full yellows (except a few who haven’t
received them yet) and fully equipped trucks to protect the Michelago Primary School and
surrounds from a hypothetical, but quite possible, fire threat.

Rein Peet from Cooma Fire Control came to the briefing (centre)

First, in two groups headed by Brent and Aldo, they inspected the property for specific risk
points (eg gaps under buildings, eaves, dropped tree-bark, plastic play equipment, pine
logs, gas bottles). Then there were three scenarios, with crews both on the ground and in
the trucks:
1. ember attack – high wind, burning leaves landing on grass and bark, small spot fires
2. line attack – attack the fire front-on
3. backstop defence – stay in safe area; when the fire’s passed, go in and mop up,
ensuring nothing is left burning.
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Before and after
each section,
Training Officer Aldo
Giucci directed
briefings and
feedback and
answered questions.

What impressed your non-fieldie, embedded reporter:
o the teamwork – you all rely on each other and the old hands help the newbies
o the constant talk between teams (by radio) and individuals, so that you all know
where the others are and what they’re doing
o the emphasis on safety, for yourself and your mates
o checking for the school’s evacuation plan

The hoses must be tightly connected and straight.

o the emphasis on being thorough, getting details right, working accurately
o the hard work – the PPE is hot, the equipment is heavy and cumbersome and you
have to concentrate hard and move fast
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o the one hour or more it took at the end to re-water the trucks, check equipment and
store it properly—and that’s after only a training run
o the fun bit—riding in the big Cat1 with its front water cannon spraying the grass and
the big hose on the back aimed to accurately hit the ember attacks (marked by
witches’ hats set out by team members). Real ember-lit fires would not have been
fun, though.

Helping each other

Checking some hazards
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Monaro Strike Team 2

Putty Road, 28 October, 6.40 pm

Photos: Keith Howker

Monaro Strike Team 2 left midday 27 October for a base camp at Penrith, for an OHSlimited, 72-hour deployment, a rest, then drive home. At that stage, the Blue Mountains
Springvale Fire and the Lithgow Fires were still uncontained, though the cooler weather
was helping. The three Michelago deputy captains selected by Brent to go (Keith, Derek,
Alex) gained valuable experience.
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The following summary of Keith’s account is to give members some insight into what
goes on in just one section of a large-scale emergency.
It’s not all fire-fighting. There’s travel, briefings, plan changes according to weather and
quite a bit of ‘hurry up and wait’.
Food’s important: sandwiches and ration packs filled the gaps between breakfasts and
dinners.
Sunday 27/10, 1.30 pm Group Captain Terry Myers led Michelago’s 7Alpha, Colinton 7,
Cooma 1, Numeralla 7 and Jindabyne 9 to the Penrith base camp. Fish and chips. Tent-city
bed.

Staging area at Penrith

Monday 28, 7.30 am Bacon and eggs. To Putty Rd for the Howes Swamp Fire, officially out
of control. It had burnt 12.5 ha by then; 15.5 ha when they left. To Tari Creek staging area
in Elim sector. Most of the fire was in scrub, so the team’s job was to strengthen
containment lines behind the northern front by backburning two km along the Womerah
Range Fire Trail to protect the village of Colo Heights, about 10 km behind the trail, in case
of a wind change which would send the fire south again.
At mid-afternoon, the team was pulled out to go and push containment lines to the west
and just behind the fire front because of spot fires there.
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6.30 pm – stood down. Back to staging area. Left trucks. Back to Penrith base camp by
bus. Pasta carbonara provided but Maccas preferred. Tent-city bed.
Tuesday 29 Bacon and eggs. 8.30 bus 1.5 hours to Tari Creek. Briefing. More work on
containment lines. Then deployed to Melong Range Fire Trail on west side of the burnt
area, then to the most northerly point of the fire. Backburning operation cancelled
because of strong winds, so mopped up in the burnt area (target anything still smoking, eg
tree stumps) to block out 30 metres from the fire trail.
2.30-ish – rain (18 ml), so fast exit for 16 km to Tari Creek because of bogging risk. Ate at
Panthers League Club, next to base camp.
Wednesday 30 Waited for deployment to the fireground. More rain, so were stood down.
Collected trucks from Tari Creek staging area. Headed home.
It was all good experience:
o backburning close to the main fire, making an effective fire front but holding it
within containment lines
o seeing how operations are run on a large scale, especially with so much fire spotting
o comparing it with the Mittagong Fire (Strike Team 1), where the crews moved
around more
o working with out-of-state colleagues, as well as intra-state ones, meeting some
good blokes, seeing how they operated, and feeling part of a bigger team.
Containment lines on Putty Road
Truck drinking
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Research into fire-fighting fatigue
The NSW RFS encourages volunteer participation in an RFS CRC (Cooperative Research
Centre) research project to combat fire-fighter fatigue. This project was advertised
through Facebook (download the ‘nsw emergency coverage’ app). Interested members
need to register by 1 December 2013.
Participating in the research is easy. Participants will be asked to:
1. wear a wrist activity monitor for 3 days before a deployment, during deployment
and three days after deployment. This allows sleep quality and quantity when
actively deployed to be compared to an individual’s usual sleep patterns
2. wear a shirt pocket monitor during the fire suppression to measure the amount of
physical activity performed on the fire ground
3. complete a sleep and work diary to give an indication of total sleep hours and
perceived fatigue levels.
If you wish to participate in this research or have any questions about it, please contact
either:
 Lyndsey J Wright, Research Manager, Bushfire CRC, ph 0394129600,
Lyndsey.wright@bushfirecrc.com or
 Grace Vincent, Bushfire CRC PhD student – Centre for Exercise and Sports Science
(C–ESS) School of Exercise and Nutrition Sciences, Deakin University, Burwood, Aust
ph + 61 478019526 gvincent@deakin.edu.au
A plain language statement of the research activity and a participant consent form is
available on www.myrfs.nsw.gov.au To enter the site, give your RFS-registered name (no
spaces) as the user name, and your password. If you’ve forgotten that, there’s a link to
help you.

Backing the Cat1 into the school grounds at training, 8 November 2013
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Executive Committee Meeting – Items at 1 November meeting included:
 thanks to Brien Hallett for mowing the site for the new shed
 experience gained by the two Strike Teams will benefit the Brigade
 our truck 7Alpha needs some repairs and some equipment replaced after having
been left at Mittagong by Strike Team 1 for other crews to use; Brent is working with
Fire Control to address this situation
 digital radios, which work better on the fireground because they reduce ‘noise’ from
other areas, are being rolled out
 Bunnings Tuggeranong will advise when they have a date for our fund-raising bbq
 the Brigade has around $6,000 in the bank, plus money allocated for whitegoods
and a water tank for the new shed; the donation tin at the Shop had approximately
$170, about the same as this time last year
 suggested that, in a large-scale emergency, firefighters entitled to paid emergency
leave from their work should be the first ones considered for calling
 long-service medals – if you have 10 years continuous RFS service, you could qualify
for one of these, so please contact Duncan 0402 743 894
 RFS t-shirt and hat orders – the last orders were taken at training on November 3;
Anna has placed the bulk order of 20 t-shirts, 3 caps and 1 beanie.
Callouts
Fri 8 Nov, 2 pm – grass fire, highway, 8 km N of village, caused by sparks from a wheel
falling off a boat trailer. Fortunately, it was on a rocky cutting on the western side of the
road, but still had potential to be much worse, hence the big response. Michelago Cat1
and 7B, Colinton 7A and 7B and one ACT Medium Unit attended. Two Lake George trucks
were en route but were turned back, as the fire was then under control.
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More from November training: hitting ‘spot fires’ from the back of the Cat1; checking hose connection
MEMBERSHIP
STILL ONLY $5 EACH
IF YOU DIDN’T JOIN OR RENEW AT THE AGM, PLEASE PAY CASH AT TRAINING OR
LEAVE CASH OR A CHEQUE AT THE SHOP IN AN ENVELOPE FOR
THE TREASURER, MICHELAGO RURAL FIRE BRIGADE

Please provide your name and address so a receipt can be mailed to you.

DONATIONS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME
Fire Permit Officers
Captain Brent Wallis 0418 680205; Senior Deputy Captain Duncan McNeill 0402 743 894
Emergency 000
Fire Cooma Monaro Fire Control (24 hrs) 1300 722 164 / 02 6455 0455
Callout Officers: Bronwyn Gattringer, Abby McPherson Equipment Officers: Derek
Giucci, Will Stone Welfare Officers: Lauren Turnbull, Kylie Kenyon, Abby McPherson
RFSA Rep: Will Stone Training Officers: Aldo Giucci, Duncan McNeill Deputy Captains:
James Byrne, Keith Howker, Alex Milovanovic, Derek Giucci Secretary: Anna Bunston
President: David Gattringer Vice President: Leanne Pattison
From the editor
 Do you have any newsletter feedback, news items and/or photos? Please email
them: LPatt@internode.on.net
 Story and photos from October training for flash fires and fire over-run will be
published in the next Brigade Bulletin.
Leanne
Disclaimer: views expressed or implied in this bulletin are not necessarily those of the MRFB Committee, wider
membership or the RFS.
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